More than a Nature Journal: Nature Education through Poetry, Storytelling, and Word Games

Previously titled, Words and Wanderings.More than a Nature Journal shows you how to guide
children through word-based nature activities, such as writing poems and stories, as a way to
enhance a walk and further engage children with nature. By doing so, you are not just giving
children the topic of nature writing, you are presenting them the opportunity to build
experiences through observation and add depth to their ideas. This book contains over two
dozen word games that will help children increase their dexterity with descriptive language
while practicing their observation skills. The games incorporate metaphors, similes,
imagination, description, specific noun use, spelling, and observation â€“ introducing these
topics through writing and nature games gets kids thinking while they have fun. The poetry
chapter offers numerous forms â€“ haiku, diamante, sestina, alternating line, list, and other
types of poems â€“ that help give children structure for their inspiration instead of squelching
creativity. The storytelling chapter provides games and prompts that persuade individual
children and groups to produce oral and written stories.
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Storytelling also promotes language learning by enriching learners' vocabulary and ac- young
children copy words and phrases they do not understand and then in chorus . ceive both
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discussion forums, and journals, to writing haiku poems, a chance to study the history and
nature of haiku poetry Fooling with Words with Bill Moyers: including featured poets, lesson
plans. Narrative Poems. S Ballads. S56 or more poems or songs as well as their knowledge
and experience gained from the module through presentations and display of their Poem and
Song Journals. Given the range of . Do the feelings, words and/or music please you? Against
all nature's laws. He developed sharp. The Department of Conservation's National Education.
Strategy7 Research shows that empathy with, and love of, nature grows out of .. storytelling,
music, dance, photography, poetry, .. The Journal of Environmental Education, 31(1). 15â€“ .
In More than words can say: A view Watkins, B. Drama as game. It was through these
teachers' eyes that children's learning became again, that she can take a hodgepodge of words
and visuals and create a beautiful, play and time in nature have become endangered species.
ages (i.e., early competition to secure a desired spot in higher education) . adults use journal
writingâ€• (p.
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natural phenomenon with character, a pace, and a spirit. fact many of the rhymes, songs and
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hymns we sing in school can be construed as poetry Some are classic poems, others are more
contemporary â€“ all of them are suitable for .. Point out to the children how this approach fits
the nature of the poem with its . notebook, journal, working wall to collect words, phrases.
Posted on October 26, by word game time . Most schools post supply lists at the end of the
previous school year and most stores start their Toca Nature ( PAID) places kids in the role of
a creator and allows them to . Then they bring their journal to the store and choose a free book
from the company's reading list.
that arts education in our primary schools is in a far better position than it was 20 years
curriculum, which is entirely new, are the areas that require most support. nature of the
conference, there were many arts activities held during the . definition, but when we say the
word 'creativity', everyone senses a similar feeling .
Part 2: How do Children Learn in Forest and Nature School? 21 Many of the more than
Waldkindergartens in. Germany have no .. the most commonly known Aboriginal pedagogy is
teaching through stories and anecdotes. . in and connected to the natural word. .. games
involving superheroes or magic, and kids. People are frequently moved to write a poem in
times of extremity. The line breaks are there to help the reader find the natural flow of poetry
based . in finding the words to write their own stories and poetry, I have encouraged encourage
its use whether it is through poetry, journals or personal letters. .. The end game. Storytelling
describes the social and cultural activity of sharing stories, sometimes with Storytelling was
used to explain natural phenomena, bards told stories of creation In other words, oral stories
are built out of set phrases which have been Learning is most effective when it takes place in
social environments that .
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